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Enets is a moribund North-Samoyedic language with poor documentation, which is particu-
larly evident in the domain of syntax. The language is spoken by some 30 people in Taimyr,
mostly in the villages of Potapovo (Baj/Forest dialect) and Vorontsovo (Maddu/Tundra dia-
lect). All competent speakers are more than 40 years old and neither of them uses Enets on
everyday basis.

Documentation of Enets subordination is worth of a special attention due to the fact that
subordination is generally known to be one of the most unstable domains, affected first in the
process of language shift or language death1. Our talk has two objectives: to document subor-
dination in an under-described language of LENCA-group and to investigate the process of
language death, highlighting the points of instability in the domain of subordination. Special
emphasis  is  made  on  comparison  of  modern  Enets  evidence  with  the  structures  attested  in
previous descriptions of the language as well as in other Samoyedic/Uralic languages.

The main bulk of data on Enets subordination was elicited; however the major part of it
was later checked against texts2.

There are three relativization strategies in Enets: participle strategy, sentence-like
strategy and demonstrative strategy. Participle strategy is the most typical; there are follow-
ing participle forms: -da for simultaneity, -j for anteriority, -nda for  posteriority,  as  well  as
some others. The strategy is usually used for subject relativization, but even an adjunct can be
occasionally relativized this way (1). Sentence-like strategy consists of absence of any special
marking in the subordinate clause (=SC) which looks like an independent sentence (2). De-
monstrative strategy uses demonstrative pronouns in the SC to mark relativization.

Three groups of Enets complement strategies are discussed: reduction strategies, nomi-
nalization strategies and sentence-like strategies. The reduction strategies are used under the
condition of obligatory coreference between subjects of main and dependent clauses. There
are two strategies of the type: classical infinitive/gerund strategy and -t form strategy, a spe-
cific modern Enets innovation, not attested in other Samoyedic languages (3). The nominali-
zation strategies are used to encode different-subject SCs of emotive verbs and of some mental
verbs. When this strategy is used, a case suffix is added either to verbal noun or directly to the
verbal stem (4), the latter strategy being also a recent innovation based on morphonological
changes occurred in modern Enets. Some SCs denoting unreal situation also can use condi-
tional -b(y)- nominalization (5), possibly combining it with -n(y)- suffix. The sentence-like
strategies either use original conjunctive mood or Russian-induced independent verb form,
with or without complementizer. These strategies are available for verb of wanting and for all
speech or mental activity complement-taking verbs.

The main strategy of Enets adverbial clauses is nominalization strategy. Conditional
and temporal SCs are formed by conditional -b(y)- nominalization, with -n(y)- suffix (6) or
without it. Nominalization in ablative case is often used to express anteriority (7) or conces-

1 Cf. borrowing of Russian subordination strategies with complementizer attested in most indigenous
languages of Russia and ex-USSR.

2 The Enets evidence was collected during the authors’ fieldtrip to Potapovo village in September
2005. We are grateful to the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (Leipzig) and per-
sonally to Bernard Comrie for the generous support of the initiative.
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sion SCs (the case suffix can also be added either to the verbal noun or directly to the verbal
stem). Purpose SCs are coded by infinitive strategy or conjunctive sentence-like strategy, sub-
ject to cross-reference conditions. Somewhat more peripheral for Enets adverbial SCs are
postpositional strategy (8) and sentence-like zero strategy.

(1) kaTa n’e-n’ d’ir’i-da d’’a-xan kamuD-/ aga-/.
 [man child-1SG.GEN.SGo live-PART.SIM] land-LOC houses-PL.NOM big-PL.NOM
  ‘In the land where my son lives houses are big.’ [elicitation]

(2)kaTa n’e-n’ n’e-xun dud’inka-xaD to-Da-Da-š ad’i-D.
 man child-1SG.GEN.SGo child-LOC  [Dudinka-ABL come-CAUS-3SGso-PST] sit-1SGs
  ‘I stay with my grandson that (my son) brought from Dudinka.’ [elicitation]

(3)bu  an' o-ma-t n’iw    koma.
 he  again  [eat-ACT.IPF-T] NARR_SPEC.3SG want.3SGs
  ‘He also wants to eat, you see.’

(4)mut’Peju-j   kan’i to-xaD-da.
 I  heart-1SG.SGo leave.3SGs [come-ABL-3SG.OBL.SGo]
  ‘I have got afraid because of his coming.’ [elicitation]

(5)kan’-xugu   mot’ mot-cygu              ob pon’-bu-ta.
  leave-HORT.1SGr I  see/check-HORT.1SGr [what do-COND-3SG.GEN/ACC.SGo]

  ‘Let me go and check what he is doing (there).’

(6)ka-bu-ny-n’ kun’ d’ir’i-da-r’iq?
 [die-COND-NY-1SG.GEN.SGo] how live-FUT-2DUs
  ‘How will you live, if/when I die?’

(7) tor’ toita-Da an’  m’a-t to-(a)-xaD-da.
so  ask-3SGso again [house-DAT come-(NMN)-ABL-3SG.OBL.SGo]

  ‘And he asked him this way, when he came home.’

(8) kan’e-n’    orun, e-b’     š’i o-ta-š.
 [leave-1SG.GEN.SGo before] mother-1SG.SGo I.ACC eat-CAUS.3SGs-PST
  ‘Before I left, my mother fed me.’ [elicitation]

Abbreviations: 1/2/3 = 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person, 1SG.GEN.SGo = 1SG possessor, SG = possessee
in genitive case ABL = ablative, ACC = accusative, ACT.IPF = actional type, imperfective, CAUS
= causative, COND = conditional, DAT = dative, DUs = dual, subjective conjugation, FUT = fu-
ture, GEN = genitive, HORT = hortative, LOC = locative, NARR_SPEC = special narrative, NMN =
nominalization , NY = -ny- suffix, NOM = nominative, OBL = oblique case, PART = particle, PST =
past, PL = plural, SC = subordinate clause, SG = singular, SGo = singular form, objective conju-
gation, SGso = singular form, subjective-objective conjugation, SGr = singular form, reflexive
conjugation.


